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Abstract   
  

A   Digital   Twin   of   a   production   plant   is   a   digital   representation   of   the   physics   and   dynamics   of   a   
process   or   device.   Digital   Twins   use   simulation   models   of   physical   systems   which   can   be   developed   
using   a   first-principles   model   or   a   data-drive   modelling.   The   digital   representation   of   the   plant   is   
mapped   to   the   physical   plant.   This   way   the   digital   twin   is   a   live   model   and   can   communicate    with   
the   physical   system.     

Hybrid   digital   twins   use   a   combination   of   physical   and   data   driven   models   to   create   the   simulation   
tool.   The   proposed   benefit   of   a   hybrid   model   is   that   it   might   be   simpler   to   create,   might   be   the   only   
option   if   dynamics   are   unknown   and   could   help   ensure   all   aspects   and   variables   are   taken   into   
account.   The   purpose   of   the   project   was   to   increase   the   use   of   data-driven   modelling   in   the   building   
of   a   digital   twin   as   traditionally   physical   based   (first-principles)   modelling   is   used.     

To   achieve   the   above   we   developed   a   data-driven   model   for   the   heating   component   of   the   Aalto   
water   process   lab.   In   this   way   we   replaced   one   of   the   components   of   the   overall   digital   model   with   a   
data-driven   component.To   manage   this   we   had   to   first   collect   data   from   the   physical   model,   then   
create   an   integration   between   Apros,   which   is   the   software   simulation   tool,   and   python,   which   we   
used   to   create   a   machine   learning   model.   Once   these   steps   were   completed   we   could   implement   our   
training   model   and   use   this   component   to   manage   our   new   live   simulation   model   of   the   water   
process   plant.     

As   was   shown   in   this   project,   data   driven   models   can   be   used   to   understand   phenomena   and   
accurately   predict   and   simulate   outcomes.   Our   concept   will   be   useful   especially   in   situations   where   
physical   modelling   is   difficult   and   challenging,   but   we   are   able   to   measure   inputs   and   outputs   
successfully.    
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1. Introduction   
  

The   hybrid   digital-twin   concept   has   spun   up   lately   as   a   modified   solution   to   specific   industry   issues.   
The   goal   is   to   combine   the   advantages   of   different   modelling   methods.   A   physics   based   model   is   
created   based   on   known   dynamics   and   understanding   of   the   problem.   This   requires   detailed   
knowledge   about   how   each   component   in   the   system   acts   with   each   other   object   in   order   to   create   
an   accurate   model.   Data-driven   models   take   a   different   approach   as   they   only   look   at   inputs   and   
outputs   of   a   system   and   with   enough   scenarios   and   data   collected   is   able   to   predict   an   outcome   for   a   
certain   input.   Data-driven   models   can   be   a   useful   addition   to   physical   models   in   various   situations   
and   in   this   project   we   want   to   take   advantage   of   this   fact.     

In   the   process   industry,   it   is   possible   to   use   first-principles   physics-based   models   to   simulate   the   
physical   process   when   all   different   models   of   the   system   are   known.   But,   in   the   real   world   there   are   
phenomena   that   cannot   be   modeled   well,   and   these   phenomena   are   affecting   the   quality   of   the   
simulation   model.   To   tune   the   quality   of   the   product   there   is   a   need   to   understand   these   phenomena.   
Sometimes   it   is   even   impossible   to   describe   the   phenomena   with   a   mathematical   model.     

The   other   solution   to   model   a   process   plant   is   to   implement   a   digital   version   of   the   plant   via   data   
collection.   The   idea   is   to   build   a   relationship   between   input   and   output   data,   without   knowing   what   
exactly   happens   in   the   process.   The   relationship   can   be   created   e.g.   from   collected   data   or   
implementing   a   machine-learning   algorithm.     

By   combining   a   first-principle   model   and   a   data-driven   model   the   digital   twin   could   be   created   
efficiently.   First-principle   models   could   be   used   in   the   parts   where   the   phenomena   can   be   
represented   mathematically,   and   the   data-driven   models   could   fill   the   gap   left   by   the   first-principle   
models.   The   combination   model   is   the   so-called   hybrid   digital   twin.     
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Figure   1,   schematic   representation   of   the   Aalto   water   process   plant   

In   this   project   we   worked   with   a   laboratory   sized   water   process   plant.   The   plant   has   multiple   water   
tanks   and   different   pipelines   to   move   the   water   from   one   tank   to   the   other.   The   plant   is   operated   
with   pumps   and   valves.   The   plant   has   manual   controls   and   PLC   implemented.   The   process   plant   
collects   data   of   water   temperature,   pressure,   flow   and   level.     

Our   task   was   to   use   the   first-principle   model   of   the   process   plant   and   replace   one   unit   of   that   model   
with   a   data-driven   model.   We   replaced   the   heating   component   of   the   plant   with   a   data-driven   
model.   This   was   done   by   creating   a   machine   learning   model   on   python,   integrating   it   with   the   
simulation   modelling   software   Apros   where   we   replaced   the   heat   component   with   the   machine   
learning   version.   After   that   we   compared   real-life   results   with   the   simulation   results   to   verify   
accurate   modelling   results.     

  

2. Objective   
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The   object   of   the   project   was   to   prove   how   we   can   use   data-driven   models   relatively   simply   in   the   
process   industry.   By   creating   the   framework   of   integration   between   python   and   the   Apros   
simulation   software   and   the   machine   learning   model   we   made,   we   created   a   path   for   future   projects   
to   use   the   same   concept.     

A   secondary   objective   of   the   project   was   to   identify   the   pitfalls   and   difficulties   in   using   data-driven   
models   in   the   process   industry.   The   teaching   of   a   data-driven   model   is   not   always   a   simple   task   and   
the   objective   was   to   see   how   this   could   be   achieved   with   the   water   process   plant   at   Aalto.     

3. Project   plan   

  
For   our   project   there   were   a   couple   of   clear   phases.   First   we   set   up   the   project   outline   as   well   as   the   
business   aspects   project.   After   that   we   had   to   research   our   problem   and   figure   out   the   best   way   of   
getting   to   a   solution.   Then   we   worked   on   creating   our   hybrid   digital   twin   model   and   tested   it.   
Lastly,   we   reviewed   our   results   and   verified   possible   next   steps   post   project   conclusion.     
  

Below   you   can   see   the   phases   of   the   project   as   per   our   project   plan   created   at   the   beginning   of   the   
project.     

  

  
As   per   the   above   the   biggest   chunks   of   work   were   steps   M6,M7   and   M8.   For   the   data   collection   
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Milestones    Description     Weeks     DL   

M1     Planning   and   dividing   roles     5   and   6     11.2.   

M2     Data   stream   and   control     
application   mapping   

6   and   7     21.2.   

M3     Specialization/learning   
new    knowledge   

8   and   9     7.3.   

M4     Business   aspects     9   and   10     12.3.   (19.3.)   

M5     Development   
Physic-based    model   in   
Apros   

11   -   13     4.4.   

M6     Data   collection     11   -   13     4.4.   

M7     ML   model   generation     12   -   15     18.4.   

M8     Model   integration     15   -   19     16.5.   

M9     Evaluation     20     21.5.   

M10     Final   Delivery     21     23.5   

M11     Presentation     21     24.5   

M12     Reporting     21   and   22     3.6.   



part   the   challenge   was   the   time   consuming   nature   of   the   task.   Each   time   the   process   plant   was   
heated   it   took   a   long   time   for   it   to   cool   as   it   does   not   have   methods   to   cool   the   system.   In   order   to   
speed   up   the   process   we   would   use   some   inputs   from   the   original   Apros   simulation   model   in   order   
to   teach   our   data-driven   model.   This   was   done   in   order   to   have   enough   time   to   test   the   
Python-Apros   integration   and   to   evaluate   the   whole   project.   It   is   relatively   easy   to   retrain   our   ML   
model   in   the   future   to   improve   performance.     
For   the   ML   model   generation   we   researched   suitable   versions   online.   We   decided   to   use   a   LSTM   
decoder/encoder   model.   As   with   other   ML   models,   this   version   also   needed   a   large   amount   of   data   
to   give   successful   results.   It   was   surprising   to   us   how   time   consuming   the   actual   data   collection   and   
setting   of   the   ML   model   will   become.   In   order   to   speed   up   the   checks   of   the   ML   model   and   verify   it   
works   as   expected,   we   used   Apros   data   for   training   purposes.   This   is   not   the   optimal   solution   if   we   
truly   want   to   understand   a   physical   model,   but   it   was   good   enough   for   our   proof   of   concept   work   
and   this   simulation.     
Model   integration   with   Apros   was   also   a   time   consuming   effort   due   to   difficulties   with   both   the   
Apros   licenses   as   well   as   connecting   the   right   versions   of   the   two   programs.    First   of   all,   the   Apros   
program   that   is   used   as   a   simulation   tool   uses   various   different   versions   of   libraries   and   
connections.   In   order   to   integrate   with   this   system   you   needed   to   go   through   the   installation   of   your   
high   level   language   one-by-one   and   verify   that   the   matching   version   is   setup   as   in   Apros.   
Furthermore,   the   component   we   chose   to   implement   with   a   data-driven   model   had   a   large   number   
of   connections   within   the   respective   Apros   model.   There   were   a   number   of   variables   and   
assumptions   we   needed   to   take   into   account   before   our   ML   model   could   work.   We   had   to   make   a   
decision   if   we   replace   the   whole   component   or   if   we   can   replace   only   a   submodule   with   our   system.   
Also,   as   Apros   doesn’t   run   python   directly   we   had   to   use   a   python   integration   plugin   to   convert   the   
code   and   make   it   run   on   Apros.   All   of   the   above   took   considerable   time   in   our   project.     

4. Integration   setup   and   results   

For   the   model   integration   we   set   up   the   connection   in   Apros.   Apros   is   a   modeling   and   dynamic   
simulation   software.   The   benefits   of   Apros   are   that   it   has   comprehensive   libraries   and   support   for   
process   simulation.   Below   we   outline   the   steps   and   tasks   to   create   a   working   model   into   Apros..   We   
already   had   a   first-principle   model   in   Apros   where   we   could   implement   our   data-driven   component.   
Apros   is   used   in   industries   by   professionals   globally.   For   this   case   especially   one   major   advantage   
was   the   apros-python   integration   support.     
First   we   need   to   set   up   the   python   integration   library   by   installing   python   semantics   in   Apros.   With   
this   software   we   can   use   python   scripts.   The   python   semantics   can   be   installed   from    Help   →   About   
Apros   6   Thermal   →   Installation   Details .   More   detailed   instructions   can   be   found   from   the   
Apros-Python   guide.   
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Figure   2,   Help   tab   

  
Figure   3.   About   Apros   6   Thermal   
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Figure   4,   Apros   6   Thermal   installation   Details   

  
Then   we   need   to   create   a   new   User   Component,   where   we   can   implement   the   python   script.   

  
Figure   5,   Model   tree,   User   Component   for   data-driven   model   

  
The   User   Component   includes   the   following   components;   Configuration,   Initalization_script   
(appendix   B),   MLModelHeat_script   (appendix   A),   python_module   (appendix   C),   symbol   and   
Terminals.     
Configuration   content   is   this:   
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Figure   6.   Configuration   file   

All   the   terminals   are   analog.   The   terminals   should   be   changed   according   to   the   features   which   are   
selected   to   the   model.   In   this   case   we   had   these   features   implemented   and   we   were   modeling   the   
temperature   of   the   tank   T100.     
The   symbol   should   have   connection   points   for   all   the   terminals.   We   used   the   basic   box   to   represent   
the   model.   

  
Figure   7.   Symbol   and   connection   points   

  

The   User   Component   has   two   script   files.   The    initialization_script    is   executed   once   at   the   beginning   
and   then   the    MLModelHeat_script    is   executed   in   every   step.   The    python_module    is   a   module   
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component   which   includes   both   python   scripts,   one   for   the   initialization   and   other   for   the   
prediction.   The   code   is   added   as   an   appendix.   
After   the   User   Component   is   created   we   need   to   create   an   instance   of   it.   We   create   a   new   process   
diagram   where   we   put   the   User   Component   and   then   connect   the   wanted   properties   from   the   
simulation   model   with   terminals   to   the   User   Component.   The   model   should   look   like   the   following:   

  
Figure   8.   Data-driven   model   diagram   

  

The   bottom   part   is   explained   here.   

  
Figure   9,   Set   point   and   heater   value   in   data-driven   model   
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To   be   able   to   have   a   heater   control   signal   independently   which   responds   to   the   data-driven   model,   
we   created   this   set   up   marked   in   red   line.   We   give   the   same   set   point   as   we   have   in   the   simulation   
and   then   we   use   our   own   output   to   see   if   the   heater   should   be   on   or   off.   The   green   part   changes   the   
value   from   digital   to   analog.   
Then   we   have   the   last   step   which   is   the   controller   to   adjust   the   simulation   model   state   according   to   
this   output.   We   will   create   an   Generic   diagram    Tracking    where   we   implement   the   following   setup:   

  
Figure   10,   Controller   to   adjust   the   simulation   state   according   to   the   data-driven   model   output   

  
The   output   value   from   here   is   the   heat   flow.   With   the   controller   parameters   the   data-driven   model   
effect   can   be   adjusted.   The   value   is   then   connected   to   the   tank   T100   with   the   following   components.     

  
Figure   11.   Connecting   the   value   to   the   tank   T100   
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Before   starting   the   model   make   sure   that   you   have   imported   all   these   libraries   and   the   simulation   
step   size   is   set   to   1.   

  
Figure   12.   SCL   imports   

  

5. Machine   Learning   model   creation   
  

To   develop   our   machine   learning   model   we   used   an   open   source   Python   library   called   Keras   
(Chollet   et   al.,   2015),   which   is   built   on   top   of   Tensorflow   (Abadi   et   al.,   2015),   an   end-to-end   open   
platform.     
At   the   designing   stage   we   found   some   recent   studies   where   deep   learning   is   used   to   predict   
dynamical   nonlinear   systems   behaviour.   Two   of   these   studies   were   from   J.   Gonzalez   &   W.   Yu   
(Gonzalez   &   Yu,   2018),   and   from   A.Wagh   (Wagh,   2020).    Based   on   these   studies   and   other   
literature   we   decided   to   use   Long   Short-Term   Memory   network   (LSTM)   (Hochreiter   &   
Schmidhuber,   1997)    based   sequence-to-sequence   recurrent   neural   networks   in   the   data-driven   
model.   Recurrent   neural   networks   have   been   used   for   presenting   data   sequences   like   time   series   
data   but   because   it   uses   backpropagation   through   time   it   has   a   vanishing   gradient   problem.   LSTM   
avoids   this   problem   using   gated   units   (Gonzales   &   Yu,   2018).     
The   idea   was   that   our   ML   model   consists   of   an   encoder   part   designed   to   observe   the   internal   state   
of   the   system   based   on   previous   feature   values,   and   a   decoder   part   that   predicts   the   label   value   
based   on   the   state   of   the   encoder   and   current   feature   values.     
Next   we   chose   the   features   for   the   ML   model.   Feature   selection   based   on   basic   knowledge   of   
physics,   available   information   from   the   system,   and   intuition,   what   are   the   main   features   of   the   
system   that   affects   the   temperature   of   the   tank   T100.   We   ended   up   using   current   T100   temperature   
measurement   (T100),   liquid   level   of   the   tank   (L100),   tank   inlet   flow   pump   (M200),   tank   inlet   liquid   
temperature   (T300),   tank   outlet   flow   (F100),   tank   heater   control   command   (E100),   and   tank   
temperature   setpoint   (T100SP).   Other   necessary   features   are   inlet   analog   controlled   valve   (Y501)   
and   inlet   filling   valve   (Y101),   but   these   features   were   constants   in   our   data   and   to   reduce   ML   model   
parameters   and   teaching   time   we   decided   to   drop   out   these   two   features   from   the   ML   model   
features.     
Based   on   the   system   delay   between   the   heater   (E100)   start   command   and   0.5°C   rise   in   the   
temperature   measurement   T100   which   was   about   one   to   two   minutes,   we   decided   to   use   the   
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previous   120   seconds   with   one   second   timestep   as   an   input   to   the   ML   model   encoder   to   cover   this   
phenomenon   of   the   system.     
Empirically   testing   we   chose   64   LSTM   neurons   for   encoder   and   decoder   layers   and   32   Dense   
neurons   after   decoder.   The   final   ML   model   was   plotted   using   keras.utils.plot_model()   function   and   
can   be   seen   in   Figure   13.   below.   

  
 Figure   13.   Used   ML   model.   

  
We   managed   to   create   such   a   ML   model   in   Python   with   38   465   trainable   parameters.   As   an   
optimizer   we   used   ready   made   RMSprop   from   Keras   library   and   Mean   Squared   Error   loss   function.     

6. Simulation   results   

In   this   section   we   want   to   highlight   how   our   ML   model   works   in   certain   situations   compared   to   the   
original   Apros   model.   We   used   our   first-principle   model   in   Apros   and   we   run   the   data-driven   model   
on   the   side.   The   data-driven   model   did   not   affect   the   process   but   we   were   able   to   use   the   process   
values   in   the   data-driven   model.     

In   figure   1   you   see   the   general   schematic   of   the   process   plant.   In   our   project   we   were   modeling   the   
temperature   of   the   tank   T100.   In   order   to   show   that   it   works   we   show   temperature   vs.   time   to   show   
the   development   of   the   values   in   the   ML   model   versus   the   original   model.   See   below   figures   for   
some   results:   
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Figure   14,   Blue:   Apros   simulation,   Red:   data-driven   model,   Green:   set   point.   Data-driven   model   vs.   Apros   simulation   
with   first   principle   model.   Steps   from   25   →   28   →   30   

  

As   we   can   see   from   the   figure   above,   our   model   has   quite   a   lot   of   noise.   Still   the   average   value   
follows   the   simulation   value   and   our   model   keeps   up   when   the   set   point   is   changed.   One   great   thing   
that   we   can   see   is   that   our   model   has   the   same   rise   speed   as   the   simulation.     

The   data   driven   model   output   stays   under   the   set   point.   We   assume   that   the   reason   could   be   that   in   
our   data   collection   scenarios   we   had   more   data   from   the   middle   temperature   27   which   could   make   
the   model   to   drive   toward   that   value.     

The   irregular   spikes   and   jumps   in   the   figure   are   most   certainly   due   to   the   changing   time   step   of   the   
simulation.     

The   overall   result   is   that   we   were   able   to   create   a   ML   model   which   is   able   to   predict   and   follow   the   
process   changes.   The   model   itself   has   things   to   be   improved,   but   it   is   great   proof   of   concept.  
Starting   with   the   collected   data   to   the   selected   features   and   the   teaching   time.   Next   we   will   present   
the   result   from   the   tracking   simulation   where   we   adjust   the   simulation   state   accordingly   to   the   ML   
model.     
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Figure   15,   Simulation   state   adjusted   according   to   the   data-driven   model   output   

  
The   idea   here   is   that   with   the   ML   model,   we   could   improve   the   simulation.   With   the   ML   model   we   
could   see   the   slight   changes   in   the   process   instruments   and   improve   the   accuracy   of   the   simulation.   
In   our   case   we   wanted   to   show   how   the   simulation   could   be   adjusted.     

7. Reflection   of   the   Project   

7.1. Achieving			objectives	   

The   outcome   of   this   project   fulfilled   the   objectives   that   were   set.   The   restrictions   from   the   current   
pandemic   situation   made   slight   changes   in   the   objectives   because   we   were   not   able   to   collect   and   
spend   time   in   the   laboratory   facilities.   This   led   to   the   fact   that   we   needed   to   concentrate   more   on   the   
steps   in   the   integration   and   modeling   process.   This   was   already   our   objective   at   the   beginning   but   
now   we   increased   the   motivation   in   this   result.   As   a   summary   we   managed   to   create   the   integration   
and   successfully   simulate   it   with   the   Apros   simulation   software.   This   model   is   now   ready   for   
further   research   and   improvement.     

7.2. Timetable	   

As   is   mentioned   in   the   risk   analysis   below,   we   underestimated   the   data   collection   and   ML   model   
creation   workload.   Improving   the   ML   model   takes   a   lot   of   time   and   trial   and   error   and   we   seemed   
to   be   understaffed   to   achieve   the   most   optimal   solution.     

Besides   the   ML   model   creation,   which   needed   extra   effort   to   keep   within   our   allocated   time,   we   
managed   to   keep   up   with   the   project   plan   and   setup   and   finalise   each   step   on   time.     

7.3. Risk			analysis	 		
  

Below   are   the   risks   we   identified   at   the   beginning   of   the   project   with   a   note   if   the   risk   materialised.     
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Risk     Sever 
ity  

Action   required   Did   the   risk   materialise   

Data   
collection   
from    the   
real   
process   
during   
corona   

low     If   there   are   no   
measurement   data   
available,   also    simulated   
data   from   the   existing   
model   could   be    used.   

Partly   materialised .   We   
did   not   have   as   much   real   
data   as   we   expected.     



  
As   can   be   seen   above,   we   managed   to   identify   some   risks   that   we   actually   identified.   We   were   
prepared   for   them,   which   helped   us   manage   the   issue   and   come   up   with   alternative   solutions   early   
on   in   the   project.    
  

There   was   one   risk   we   did   not   list   that   ended   up   having   a   significant   impact.   We   did   not   expect   the   
machine   learning   model   creation   to   be   as   time   consuming   and   complex   as   it   ended   up   being.   To   
create   a   proper   ML   model   you   need   large   amounts   of   data   and   a   lot   of   trial   and   error.   Our   team   was   
understaffed   in   order   to   achieve   the   whole   potential   of   using   a   machine   learning   model.   To   solve   
this   issue,   Joonas   stepped   up   and   spent   a   lot   of   extra   hours   investigating   the   ML   model   and   
achieving   the   best   possible   solution   in   the   situation.     

7.4. Project			Meetings	 		
Weekly   project   meetings   were   held   with   our   expert   support   team   and   our   instructor.   These   meetings   
were   used   to   solve   overarching   issues,   for   example   getting   access   to   our   software   tools   and   making   
sure   our   systems   work.   Furthermore,   we   used   this   time   to   discuss   progress   and   align   on   
achievements   needed   until   the   next   meeting.   The   weekly   meetings   had   an   agenda   that   we   kept   and   
updated   for   each   week.   We   created   a   task   tracker   to   manage   progress   in   the   project   and   to   identify   
pain   points   that   need   to   be   discussed   in   the   weekly   meetings.     
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Limited   
software     
licenses   

high     Problems   with   the   licenses   
might   lead   to   other   
problems.   For   example   if   
some   programs   are   only    in   
university   or   work   only   in   
university’s   network   we   
might   need   to   arrange   
remote   connections   and   
solutions   to   work   in   
university.   

Partly   materialised .   We   
managed   to   find   a   way   to   
work   with   our   systems,   but   
it   took   a   lot   of   time   and   
coordination   to   make   it   
work.     

Unexpect 
ed   reason   
to    lose   a   
group   
member   

high     New   plan   for   goals   and   
workloads/packages   so   that   
they   response   to   new   group   

Did   not   materialise.     

Hardware   
breaks     

medium     We   need   to   contact   our   
instructor   to   check   the   
damage   and   possible   
solutions   (repair)   

Did   not   materialise.   

Universit 
y   denies   
our   
access   to   
laboratory   

medium     We   need   to   contact   our   
instructor   and   ask   if   he   
could   collect   the   data   or   
give   another   solution.   

Partly   materialised.   
Slowed   down   our   data   
collection,   but   it   did   not   
have   a   large   impact   in   the   
end   



Between   weekly   meetings   we   had   ad-hoc   meetings   with   the   team   members   in   order   to   brainstorm   
ideas   and   try   to   figure   out   any   immediate   issues   in   our   software   or   process   codes.   These   meetings   
became   more   frequent   when   we   got   into   the   Machine   Learning   model   creation   phase   and   needed   
working   meetings   to   solve   several   small   issues   in   our   system.     

We   had   2   telegram   chat   groups   in   order   to   stay   in   touch   with   each   other.   The   first   group   included   all  
experts   and   the   instructors   and   the   team   members.   This   was   used   if   some   major   blocker   came   up   
and   we   needed   support   in   order   not   to   lose   time   working   on   the   project.   The   second   group   was   team   
member   internal,   and   we   used   it   to   stay   aligned   and   share   ideas.   As   we   had   a   small   group   of   3   
people,   it   was   convenient   to   stay   in   touch   through   a   messaging   app   and   hop   on   a   quick   call   when   
there   was   a   need   for   it.     

Regarding   project   meetings,   the   most   important   part   is   to   prepare   questions   before   the   meeting.   It   is   
easier   to   use   the   time   to   understand   certain   well-defined   questions.   Otherwise   project   meetings   can   
be   used   for   general   conversations   and   understanding   and   getting   an   overall   motivation   for   the   
project.   It   is   therefore   important   to   define   the   goal   of   each   meeting   beforehand.   In   some   cases   we   
want   to   solve   specific   issues   and   in   other   cases   we   want   opinions   on   bigger   ideas   and   thoughts.     

7.5. Quality	 	  	  

Our   main   issue   with   Quality   was   the   machine   learning   model.   The   model   would   work   somewhat,   
but   we   did   not   have   enough   time   to   make   it   a   fully   successful   model.   Overall,   this   does   not   remove   
the   quality   of   our   project   too   much,   as   the   main   objective   was   to   create   an   integration   solution   for   a   
hybrid   digital   twin,   which   we   achieved.   Also,   it   is   noted   above   that   the   ML   model   is   a   plug   in   
module   in   our   solution   and   it   can   be   improved   going   forward.     

However,   our   project   has   a   qualitative   nature   to   it   as   well.   The   goal   was   to   show   what   steps   are   
needed   to   implement   a   hybrid   digital   twin   as   well   as   identify   in   what   situations   it   makes   sense   to   
implement   and   when   not   to   do   it.   We   used   the   Aalto   water   process   lab   as   our   proof   of   concept   
solution.   As   this   process   is   very   well   understood   with   physical   based   models,   it   was   unlikely   that   
our   ML   model   would   achieve   the   accuracy   of   the   original   Apros   model.     

8. Discussion   and   Conclusions   

Apros   software   was   used   as   the   development   environment   due   to   the   recommendation   from   the   
instructors.   It   turned   out   that   it   was   a   good   choice.   Apros   has   great   support   which   makes   the   
development   and   integration   fairly   easy.   Another   major   benefit   is   that   the   Apros   tool   is   used   
globally   in   industries   by   many   professionals.     

Apros   has   informative   GUI   and   effective   commands.   It   is   fairly   easy   to   learn   and   the   tutorials   
provided   by   Apros   makes   it   very   easy   to   get   into   modeling   and   simulating.   Apros   has   great   
materials   which   can   be   reached   from   Apros   itself.   This   makes   them   very   easy   to   access.     

In   our   project   the   best   benefit   was   that   the   Apros   supports   python   integration   very   well.   We   were   
able   to   use   python   libraries   and   python   language   to   create   the   data   driven   model.     

We   encountered   a   few   problems   with   Apros.   The   first   problem   was   that   the   Apros   needed   a   license   
to   work.   In   this   case   we   had   a   network   license   which   was   working   through   VPN   connection.   This   
made   possible   the   development   of   the   model   from   remote   working   space.   This   was   very   important   
due   to   the   fact   that   the   project   facilities   were   suggested   to   not   enter   if   possible.     
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Another   problem   that   we   encountered   was   in   the   simulation   state.   Our   ML   model   uses   fixed   
timestep   which   means   that   we   would   like   to   have   the   same   step   in   the   simulation.   The   model   uses   1   
second   timestep   and   we   tried   to   have   that   timestep   in   our   simulation.   Apros   was   not   able   to   keep   
that   timestep   through   the   simulation.   The   step   size   changed   between   1   second   and   0.5   second.   We   
assume   that   this   had   affected   the   prediction   as   well   as   the   simulation.     

To   teach   the   ML   model   we   needed   data   and   we   started   collecting   it   from   the   real   process   as   
planned.   The   data   from   the   real   process   was   collected   from   the   system   PC   using   already   set   up   
communication   between   the   system   PLC   and   PC.   In   the   system   PC   the   data   was   available   in   Prosys   
OPC   Historian   Database   which   was   connected   to   SQL   database.   From   the   SQL   database   we   were   
able   to   export   the   data   in   CSV   format   and   use   it   in   Python.     
We   faced   problems   collecting   data   from   the   real   process.   The   major   problem   was   that   we   needed   
lots   of   diverse   data   from   the   system   to   capture   physical   states   and   transitions.   Although   we   defined   
limits   for   the   features   we   want   to   collect   as   following:   

Initial   T100:    22   -   32°C   
L100:    0.160   -   0.250   m   

M200:    60   -   100   %   
T100SP:    22   -   32°C   

,   and   other   features   were   limited   by   PLC   controls   and   physics,   the   amount   of   needed   data   collection   
runs   with   intervals   of   1°C,   0.010   m,   and   5   %    were   10*9*8*10   =    7200    runs.   To   run   this   amount   of   
data   collection   runs   was   practically   impossible.   Even   if   we   had   reduced   the   amount   of   data   
collection   runs,   the   system   cooling   was   so   slow   that   we   could   have   collected   maybe   a   couple   
hundred   runs   during   the   project.     
The   other   problem   was   Prosys   OPC   Historian   license   because   it   only   allowed   data   collection   for   
120   minutes   before   the   OPC   Server   had   to   be   restarted.   After   every   restart   for   unknown   reason   the   
OPC   server   in   the   Prosys   OPC   Historian   could   not   find   the   data   right   away   and   it   took   tens   of   
minutes   to   start   the   data   collection   again.     
Due   to   these   data   collection   problems   from   the   real   process   we   ended   up   using   data   from   the   
already   made   Apros   model   of   the   water   process.   We   also   decreased   the   amount   of   data   collection   
runs   by   letting   Apros   model   to   decide   M200   control   speed.     
With   the   data   from   the   Apros   model,   we   teached   the   ML   model   only   170   epochs   due   the   training   
time   which   was   with   the   available   PC   about   20   minutes   per   epoch,   so   total   teaching   time   was   over   
56   h   30   mins.   And   as   we   can   see   from   the   results   of   the   data-driven   model   the   ML   model   can   
predict   non-linear   dynamical   behavior   in   some   sense,   but   not   very   accurately   with   collected   data   
and   low   amount   of   teaching.     
This   concept   proved   that   it   is   possible   to   create   a   functional   data-driven   model   in   Apros   and   
integrate   it   with   first-principle   models   to   get   a   hybrid   model   of   the   system.   But   in   the   fact   that   we  
could   not   collect   the   data   from   the   real   process   because   of   the   amount   of   data   needed   and   the   long   
teaching   process.   The   machine   learning   model   and   data   collection   part   of   this   project   has   much   to   
improve.     

8.1. Future   work   
There   are   multiple   steps   in   order   to   improve   the   solution   we   created:   
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To   get   forward   from   here   the   next   steps   would   be   to   improve   the   project   stages.   The   ideal   goal   
would   be   that   the   data   could   be   collected   from   the   real   process.   The   ML   model   should   be   developed   
further   and   the   features   could   be   adjusted.   The   Apros   model   could   be   improved   to   be   more   clear   
and   the   issue   with   the   simulation   step   size   should   be   resolved.     
The   next   step   after   these   improvements   could   be   that   more   parameters   or   even   a   whole   component   
would   be   replaced   with   the   data-driven   model.   To   be   able   to   successfully   implement   a   whole   
component   there   will   be   more   problems   to   be   solved   in   data   collection,   feature   selection   and   
implementation.     

List   of   Appendixes   
  

The   following   appendixes   (A,   B   and   C)   are   the   script   files   used   in   Apros.     
A:   MLModelHeat_script   
  

u   =   runWithPythonContext   ctx   do   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "t100_FeatureTemperature"   featureTEMPERATURE.ANALOG_VALUE   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "f100_Flow"   F100_flow.ANALOG_VALUE   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "l100_Level"   L100_level.ANALOG_VALUE   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "t300_Temperature"   T300_temperature.ANALOG_VALUE   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "e100_Heater"   HEATER_ONOFF.ANALOG_VALUE   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "m200_Pump"   M200_pump.ANALOG_VALUE   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "y501_Valve"   Y501_valve.ANALOG_VALUE   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "t100SP_Temperature"   T100SP.ANALOG_VALUE   

    

     executePythonStatement   prediction_module   

     getPythonDoubleVariable   "output"   

    

out   =   u   

out   

    

set.TEMPERATURE_OUTPUT.ANALOG_VALUE   out   

  

  

B.   Initialization_script   
  

u   =   runWithPythonContext   ctx   do   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "t100_FeatureTemperature_init"   
featureTEMPERATURE.ANALOG_VALUE   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "f100_Flow_init"   F100_flow.ANALOG_VALUE   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "l100_Level_init"   L100_level.ANALOG_VALUE   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "t300_Temperature_init"   T300_temperature.ANALOG_VALUE   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "e100_Heater_init"   HEATER_ONOFF.ANALOG_VALUE   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "m200_Pump_init"   M200_pump.ANALOG_VALUE   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "y501_Valve_init"   Y501_valve.ANALOG_VALUE   

     setPythonDoubleVariable   "t100SP_init"   T100SP.ANALOG_VALUE   
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     executePythonStatement   initial_module   

     getPythonDoubleVariable   "output"   

    

out   =   u   

out   

    

set.TEMPERATURE_OUTPUT.ANALOG_VALUE   out   

  

  

C.   python_module   
  

include   "Python"   

ctx   =   runProc   openPythonContext   

  

  

//INITIALIZATION   SCRIPT   ---------------------------------------------------   

initial_module   =   """   

#####   Imports   

import   numpy   as   np   

import   tensorflow   as   tf   

from   tensorflow   import   keras   

from   tensorflow.keras   import   layers   

from   tensorflow.keras.layers   import   LSTM   

from   tensorflow.keras.layers   import   Dense   

  

#####   Parameters   

f100_Min   =   0.01378413   

f100_Max   =   0.01419981   

l100_Min   =   0.1599883   

l100_Max   =   0.2513746   

t100_MinTemperature   =   21.98438   

t100_MaxTemperature   =   32.11346   

t300_Min   =   17.24941   

t300_Max   =   30.19744   

e100_Min   =   0.0   

e100_Max   =   1.0   

m200_Min   =   59.0574   

m200_Max   =   59.3124   

t100SP_Min   =   22.0   

t100SP_Max   =   32.0   

features   =   [1,2,3,4,5,6,7]   #T100,L100,M200,T300,F100,T100SP,E100   

labels   =   [1]   

output   =   float(25)   #########   

prevs   =   []   
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for   i   in   range(120):   

     step   =   [(output   -   t100_MinTemperature)   /   (t100_MaxTemperature   -   
t100_MinTemperature),(l100_Level_init   -   l100_Min)   /   (l100_Max   -   l100_Min),   

             (m200_Pump_init-m200_Min)/(m200_Max-m200_Min),(t300_Temperature_init   -   
t300_Min)   /   (t300_Max   -   t300_Min),   

             (f100_Flow_init   -   f100_Min)   /   (f100_Max   -   f100_Min),(t100SP_init   -   
t100SP_Min)   /   (t100SP_Max   -   t100SP_Min),   e100_Heater_init]   

     prevs.append(step)   

weights   =   'model.14-0.000002.h5'   

#####   Methods   

def   lastInputs(prevLastInputs,prevInput):   

     lastInputs   =   []   

     for   i   in   range(len(prevLastInputs[0])-1):   

         lastInputs.append(prevLastInputs[0][i+1])   

     lastInputs.append(prevInput)   

     return   lastInputs   

  

#####   Model  

def   LSTM_encoder_decoder(features,   labels):   

     encoder   =   keras.Input(shape=(None,   features))   

     decoder   =   keras.Input(shape=(1,   features))   

     a_e,   h_e,   c_e   =   keras.layers.LSTM(64,   return_state=True,   name='Encoder')(encoder)   

     a_d,   h_d,   c_d   =   keras.layers.LSTM(64,   return_sequences=True,   return_state=True,   
name='Decoder')(decoder,initial_state=[h_e,c_e])   

     dense1   =   keras.layers.Dense(32,   activation='relu',   name='Dense_1')   

     dense2   =   keras.layers.Dense(labels,   name='Dense_2')   

     out   =   dense1(a_d)   

     output   =   dense2(out)   

     model   =   keras.Model(inputs=[encoder,   decoder],   outputs=output)   

     return   model   

model   =   LSTM_encoder_decoder(len(features),len(labels))   

model.load_weights(weights)   

print('INITIALIZED!')   

"""   

  

//PREDICTION   SCRIPT   ------------------------------------------------------   

prediction_module   =   """   

########   PREDICTING   PART   ###########   

#####   Scaling   

scaled_t100_FeatureTemperature   =   
(t100_FeatureTemperature-t100_MinTemperature)/(t100_MaxTemperature-t100_MinTemperature)   

scaled_l100_Level   =   (l100_Level   -   l100_Min)   /   (l100_Max   -   l100_Min)   

scaled_m200_Pump   =   (m200_Pump   -   m200_Min)   /   (m200_Max   -   m200_Min)   

scaled_t300_Temperature   =   (t300_Temperature   -   t300_Min)   /   (t300_Max   -   t300_Min)   

scaled_f100_Flow   =   (f100_Flow   -   f100_Min)   /   (f100_Max   -   f100_Min)   

scaled_e100_Heater   =   (e100_Heater   -   e100_Min)   /   (e100_Max   -   e100_Min)   

scaled_t100SP_Temperature   =   (t100SP_Temperature   -   t100SP_Min)   /   (t100SP_Max   -   t100SP_Min)   
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#####   Organize   features   

prevs   =   np.array([prevs])   

lista   =   []   

lista.append(scaled_t100_FeatureTemperature)   

lista.append(scaled_l100_Level)   

lista.append(scaled_m200_Pump)   

lista.append(scaled_t300_Temperature)   

lista.append(scaled_f100_Flow)   

lista.append(scaled_t100SP_Temperature)   

lista.append(scaled_e100_Heater)   

lista   =   np.array([[lista]])   

#####   Predicting   

predicted   =   model.predict([prevs,lista])   

scaled_t100_LabelTemperature   =   predicted[0][0][0]   

prevs   =   
lastInputs(prevs,[scaled_t100_LabelTemperature,scaled_l100_Level,scaled_m200_Pump,   

  
scaled_t300_Temperature,scaled_f100_Flow,scaled_t100SP_Temperature,   

                               scaled_e100_Heater])   

#####   Scaling   back   

t100_LabelTemperature   =   
scaled_t100_LabelTemperature*(t100_MaxTemperature-t100_MinTemperature)+t100_MinTemperatur 
e   

  

#####   Label   Outputs   

output   =   float(t100_LabelTemperature)   

"""   
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